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The Swedish Model, Early Modern edition: cooperation and 

constitutionalism in the Swedish parliament 

Abstract 

In this paper I endeavour to explain the fact that the Swedish parliament, the Riksdag, emerged the 

realm’s most powerful institution in the 18th century – an accomplishment only equalled by the 

British Parliament. I trace the roots to the success to the Riksdag of the 17th century and argue that 

during this century a political culture of cooperation became strongly entrenched in the assembly; 

furthermore I make the claim that constitutionalist ideas took roots even outside the Nobility, among 

the three Commoner estates (the estates of Clergy, Burghers and Peasants). It is at the same time true 

that the Commoners as well as the Nobility often expressed strong support for the rulers’ bids for more 

power. The estates were thus surprisingly flexible both with respect to with whom they cooperated, 

and in ideological outlook. This explains why Sweden was characterized by strong state, strong 

national representation, and strong rule of law. I argue that the Clergy and the Burghers played a 

crucial political role in the Riksdag that thwarted both royal and noble bids for supremacy. 

Furthermore, I compare the Swedish development with Britain’s during the same period. 

 

The trajectory of the Swedish national representative assembly, the Riksdag, during the early 

modern era is puzzling, when compared to corresponding assemblies in the rest of Europe. 

Most parliaments and estates of Western and Central Europe were flourishing in the high and 

late middle ages, but saw their influence decline during the early modern era. The Riksdag on 

the other hand went from non-existing to very humble beginnings in the 15th and 16th 

centuries. And then the Riksdag emerged as the central political forum in Sweden during the 

17th century. During the so called Age of Liberty (1719–1772) it even reigned supreme and 

both the King and the aristocratic Council answered to the Estates. Its influence was also 

considerable in the earlier stage of Sweden’s Age of Greatness (c.1620–1680). Sandwiched 

between those periods was the age of Caroline absolutism (1680–1719) – a period of 

significant decline in parliamentary power and corresponding strengthening of royal might. In 

1772 royal power grew again after a royal coup, and Sweden was ruled by an absolutist 

regime up to 1809 (the Estates still met occasionally during this period). Since 1809 the 

central role of the Riksdag has not been in question. 

 

What explains the triumphs of the Riksdag, especially during the Age of Liberty? Absolutism 

was certainly discredited after the long war and many perceived abuses of power committed 

by Karl XII. I suggest that part of the answer lies in Sweden’s political system, which was 
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characterized by inclusive institutions. Inclusive institutions in this political-legal context
1
, 

mean that the norms and rules governing political life allowed comparably broad segments of 

society to participate in national politics. A broad political nation made for to a stronger 

foundation for constitutional rule. It was also important for the survival of the inclusive 

institutions that there was broad ideological support for the basic tenets of constitutionalism: 

that the power of governments should be limited in its powers; that the rulers in fact should 

obey the laws just like their subjects did.
2
 This notion was certainly not self-evident in early 

modern Europe, where it competed with the idea of the blessings of a strong king that could 

right all wrongs without observing the laws – especially in order to fight powerful nobles. For 

“commoner constitutionalism” to take hold, the laws then must be something more than the 

naked expressions of the interests of a narrow elite (which it quite often was), even if full 

equality before the law still lay in the future. 

 

Even if there were inequalities in the judicial system in Sweden, it seems that people from the 

lower strata of society trusted it enough to use it quite extensively – even against powerful 

nobles. Another important part of Sweden’s inclusive political institutions was the 

participation of ordinary people in local courts and government. In the countryside, for 

instance, the härad (corresponding to an English county) was a combined political and legal 

arena where the häradsnämnd (approximately: jury) largely consisted of peasants from the 

area. And in the Riksdag, the representatives of the Estate of Peasantry – very often members 

of the häradsnämnd – had a voice in matters concerning taxation and legislation. The 

Peasantry was most effective when it collaborated with other estates, above all the Burghers 

and the Clergy – together they were known as the Commoner estates (Swedish: ofrälse). The 

fact that their influence could match the Nobility’s when they united behind policies 

strengthened the trust in the system. Ever since the 1600’s the goal of disenfranchised groups 

has (with few and unimportant exceptions) been to become part of the existing system and 

reform it from within rather than to overthrow it entirely. 

 

I will in the following discuss two important features the Riksdag’s inclusive institutions that 

were important for the development and maintenance for the Swedish Riksdag during the 
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period 1660–82, and perhaps also for corresponding assemblies in other countries. These 

features were: the climate of cooperation and commoner constitutionalism. 

 

Cooperation and climate  

During the period 1660–1682 there was extensive cooperation between estates, in particular 

the three Commoner estates, and Charles XI was able to use their antagonism against the 

Nobility to augment his own power and make him absolute ruler. But the basic, structural 

preconditions for wider coordination of the interests of different estates were there, and 

enabled the commoners to set aside their differences in common causes. Earlier historians 

have more or less taken for granted that the Clergy and the Peasants were the estates with the 

strongest mutual ties. What is evident when one examines the evidence is that the cooperation 

between the Burghers and the Clergy was by far the firmest alliance in the Riksdag.
3
 This is 

clear when the registered contacts between the estates are counted: but the numbers also show 

that all the estates were in continuous contact with each other during the sessions of the 

national assembly: no estate could afford to burn the bridges with another estate for longer 

stretches of time. I have counted the number of delegations sent to and from these two estates. 

 

The Burgher’s contacts with other estates 1660–1678 percentage (absolute numbers in 

brackets): 

Nobility 33 % (81); Clergy 43 % (106); Peasantry 24 % (58)
4
 

 

The Clergy’s contacts with other estates 1660–1680 

Nobility 29% (118); Burghers 40 % (163); Pesantry 31 % (123)
5
 

 

 

While it is obvious that all estates communicated extensively, the fact that 40 % of the 

Clergy’s communication and 43% of the Burgher’s were with each other shows that these two 

estates were particularly close partners. A qualitative analysis also shows that they 

collaborated closely in Riksdag negotiations with constitutional implications. For instance: all 

the times that Karl X Gustav’s controversial testament was discussed between 1660 and 1682, 
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Burghers and Clergy were each other’s partner of choice.
6
 And when it came to framing the 

Form of Government for the Regency period during Karl XI’s minority and attacks on the 

privileges of the Nobility, they also collaborated. Two quotations may illustrate their close 

bond. During the second Riksdag of 1660, when the aforementioned testament was discussed, 

Bishop Enander of Linköping stated their collaboration as follows: 

 Our estate [the Clergy] and the Burghers, as we are middle estates between the 

 highest and the lowest, should commit ourselves to unity, especially as we sense 

 that the Nobility […] might overwhelm us.
7
 

 

Earlier during the same Riksdag that same term ”middle estates” (Swedish:”medelstånden”) 

was used to invoke unity during the negotiations concerning the Form of Government.
8
 This 

shows that there was a sort of solidarity, a feeling that the Burghers and the Clergy had things 

in common that set them apart from the other estates. The second quote is from the Riksdag in 

1664 when Bishop Laurelius of Västerås warned the Clergy of cooperating ”with only one 

Estate [i.e. the Burghers]”.
9
 This was certainly called for, since the ”middle estates” 

cooperated on many issues during this Riksdag.
10

 

 

Why did this partnership work so well for so many years? There is not one answer to this 

question, but a number of highly likely causes that to a variable degree interacted. They were 

different both from the Nobility, especially from the counts and barons, who were their social 

superiors, and from the Peasantry, who clearly belonged to a lower rung on the social ladder. 

No such sharp divide existed between the middle estates, and it is possible that many of the 

future leaders of the Burghers and the Clergy had met in the universities, where the 

commoners were separated from the nobles. The leaders of the two estates were thus educated 

in the same way, which probably helped create a feeling of cultural connectedness. The 
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cooperation was much facilitated by the fact that there were no major issues in which the two 

collided politically. 

 

The position of two allied estates holding the middle ground also was advantageous since it 

was very likely that they would be successful if they chose to cooperate either with the 

Nobility or the Peasantry and hence form a majority in the Riksdag. During the late 17th 

century they mostly collaborated with the Peasantry against the Nobility, but during the 

crucial constitutional negotiations they chose to work with the Nobility, and keep the peasants 

out. 

 

It remains to be explained, however, why such collaboration was valuable to the individual 

estate. In theory, each estate represented a specific class of subjects who were delegated by 

their respective principals to advise and/or supply the King with resources – the most 

important relations in the Riksdag thus initially were vertical, between King and the 

individual estates, and not horizontal, between the estates. This changed during the course of 

the 17th century, however. 

 

First, there was a strong norm that dictated that all decisions should be unanimous, which was 

possible only if the estates could communicate to overcome their disagreements. The English 

ambassador to Sweden described the system as follows 

 

[…] if one or more of these bodies [the four estates, JS] differ in opinion from the rest they [must 

either be] brought over by conferences and persuasions, or the point remains unconcluded.
11

 

 

There was nothing like a formal majority rule in the Riksdag during the 17th century (it was 

introduced during the following century), but during the reign of Charles XI something like an 

informal rule that three estates could defeat a fourth developed, even if the defeated estate was 

the Nobility. This perception led the Nobility to agree to claims by the Commoners a couple 

of times, since they did not want to concede defeat openly. The forming of alliances between 

estates thus was a way to ensure political gains. The mere fact of the cooperation between the 

three Commoner Estates is a tell-tale sign that they perceived that they could use the informal 

majority rule to their advantage: unity gave strength.
12
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Second, the estates used each other as sources of knowledge and information. The 

propositions presented by Kings or Regents were often vague and unclear, and the estates felt 

that they needed to know more to make informed decisions. This was particularly true of the 

Peasantry who frequently used, or tried to use, the ”higher” estates for such information. But 

all the three Commoner estates used a subservient attitude towards social ”betters” and 

humbly asked for help, emphasizing that they were simple and unlearned men that did not 

understand the complicated issues. This demonstrably was a tactic used to extract 

information. 

 

The Peasantry was useful to the ”middle estates” because of their military and fiscal potential. 

While Clergy and Burghers contributed relatively little to the Crown’s expenditure, the 

Peasantry provided the Treasury with most of its incomes, and the armies with most of its 

conscripts. And the fear of a peasant uprising could be used to threaten the nobles. At least on 

one occasion the Clergy referred to the military potential of the peasants in order to extract 

concessions from the Council and the Nobility.
13

 And at times the peasants used mass 

demonstrations, or the threat thereof, to flex their muscles.
14

 On the other hand the Clergy and 

the Burghers possessed skills very useful to the Peasantry: they were well-educated men 

versed in the political language of the time, which at the Riksdag was at least as important as 

the implicit threat of brute force. The alliance of the Commoner Estates thus was powerful 

because it formed a majority, because it had access to knowledgeable men, and because it had 

the backing of an estate that represented the majority of the tax payers. And this power made 

parlamentarism and constitutionalism palatable to the Commoners, even though they also 

often supported the policies of King Karl XI – they felt included in the political system. 

  

It has been argued that Swedish ”political culture” in medieval and early modern times was 

characterized by peaceful negotiations rather than display of naked force.
15

 There certainly 

were elements of harsher means during the 17th century, even if armed conflict within the 

realm was virtually non-existent; and the negotiations between rulers and subjects were often 

characterized by an assymetry of power in the monarchs advantage to an extent that make the 

term ”negotiation” questionable. But the extensive communications betweeen all the estates 

on the Riksdag very likely contributed to the lack of internal violent conflict during the 
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century. Winning some, losing some, and continuous interaction with political counterparts 

probably made the members of the Riksdag less prone to demonize delegates of the other 

social groups, and the fact that substantial gains could be made (and equally important: the 

hope of such gains was kept alive) rendered violent uprisings even less appealing. There were 

indeed times when violence or threat of violence occurred even during the Riksdag sessions, 

but they seem to have been few and far between. When, in 1680, members of the Peasant 

Estate accused some noblemen of threat of violence (as a revenge for the retaking of donated 

Crown land that was decided, a policy initiated by the Peasantry) members of the Nobility 

emphatically denied this and also acknowledged that such threats were unacceptable.
16

 

 

Similarly, and importantly, the norms governing Swedish political life dictated that freedom 

of speech was an important ingredient in the Riksdag. Members of the Riksdag also had the 

right of freedom of speech, at least up to 1682 when utterances that were perceived to insult 

the King (including his decisions) were deemed treasonable.
17

 

 

It also helped that the session rooms of the different estates were in separate buildings. 

Undisturbed by King and Nobility even the Commoners therefore had the opportunity to hold 

internal debates and determine their own policy. They could also form alliances with each 

other without anyone else’s knowledge since the session rooms of the Estates were in separate 

buildings. The vestry of the church in which the Clergy convened often served as a ”war 

room” of the Commoners when they conspired against the Nobility and needed a confined 

space that provided secrecy.
18

 

 

Commoner Constitutionalism 

The Commoner Estates have traditionally been considered as uncritical supporters of royal 

power, while the Nobility has been regarded as the champions of constitutionalism. I will 

argue, however, that this is an oversimplified and even misleading interpretation of the 

Commoners’ (and in fact also the Nobility’s) policies. It is undeniably true that they very 

often supported the rulers against the Nobility. The Commoners in fact often led rather than 

followed the king when it came to anti-noble policies. For instance it was the Commoners, not 
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Karl XI, who in 1675 demanded that the aristocratic Regents should be scrutinized for their 

administration during the King’s minority. Karl reluctantly acquiesced to this demand.
19

 

 

Swedish political culture encompassed both vaguely constitutionalist respect for the law and 

vaguely royalist respect for the king. It was thus possible to use ideas fetched from the arsenal 

of constitutionalism without violating the common understandings about how the realm 

should be governed. This opened for a broad range of useful arguments that knowledgeable 

estates could use. All estates were at the same time royalist and constitutionalist, and it is 

anachronistic to claim that they exclusively supported either one of them like modern political 

parties with declared ideologies. Rather, both strands of thought were perceived as 

fundamental: a modern equivalent maybe the concept of democracy, something that all parties 

in principle agree on but have somewhat different interpretations of depending on 

circumstance and outlook. 

 

Why would the Commoners not adopt constitutionalist arguments? First, since they were 

opposed to noble privileges the king was a natural ally. But this does not mean that they 

always would support absolute royal power – which they did not. Second, it has been argued 

that the early modern age was a time of patriarchal attitudes, in which obedience to social 

superiors was inculcated into the minds of the inferiors. It has also been argued that the 

Clergy, the Burghers, and the Peasantry in the Swedish Riksdag likewise subserviently 

obeyed the rulers due to the monarchs’ elevated nature, and of course it is easy to find 

examples of Commoners grovelling to kings and queens. This does not prove much, however. 

As James C Scott has argued the subservient attitudes of subordinate groups may have been 

means to achieve ends rather than expressions of genuine veneration. The historian’s 

conclusions cannot only be based on the recorded behaviour of subordinate groups when they 

were in the presence of powerful persons. To see how far the reverence towards royalties 

extended I have examined the way royal persons were treated when they were not in power, 

i.e. neither able to punish nor reward the members of the Riksdag for their behaviour towards 

them. If the royal charisma really exerted power over ordinary people’s minds; if the subjects 

really were steeped in patriarchal attitudes; then they should still venerate royal persons 

whether they were in power or not. How was, for example, the able ruler Queen Kristina 

regarded by her former loyal subjects after she had left the throne? 
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Queen Kristina returned to Sweden in 1660, six years after she had abdicated the throne, to 

attend to the funeral of Karl X Gustav.
20

 She also intended to make sure that the terms of her 

abdication charter was kept by Sweden, above all the promise of financial support consisting 

of income from certain towns and regions. By the terms of the charter, Kristina had right to 

appoint civil servants and clergymen in these areas. The Regents, the Council and the Nobility 

were willing to accommodate her, but the Clergy, supported by the Burghers and the Peasants 

said no. The reason for this was the Queen’s conversion to Catholicism a year after her 

abdication, and the priests and bishops feared that she would seek to spread ”popery” to the 

areas where she had influence over the administration. The priests were asked to clarify their 

objections which they swiftly did. In their subsequent memorandum it was claimed that 

Kristina had forfeited the rights to allowances from Sweden when she converted – she had 

broken the fundamental laws of Sweden by doing this, which meant that the entire abdication 

charter was rendered null and void. The Queen was obligated to account for her religion to her 

subjects, and they had the right to control that she kept the part of the deal. 

 

The abdication charter stated that Christina as a sovereign monarch only answered to God, 

and that the abdication did not change the fact that she was a queen endowed with such rights. 

From all her words and actions it is clear that Kristina herself embraced this view of herself as 

an almost superhuman being on account of her “royal nature”. But the Clergy vehemently 

denied this and stressed that she also was accountable to the subjects to who she had made an 

oath at her coronation – and that the Estates and the Council exerted this control in the name 

of the subjects. Thus, the allegedly staunchly royalist Swedish priests voiced constitutionalist 

arguments to limit the power of a royal person, while the allegedly constitutionalist nobles 

was willing to accommodate her. 

 

And the constitutionalism was not all. The archbishop, Lenaeus, openly accused the Queen of 

being a spy working for the pope during an audience with her. Another bishop alluded to 

Christina’s infamous execution of her employee Monaldesco and implied that this kind of 

tyrannical rule was to be expected in the parts of Sweden where she still exerted influence. 

Since the priests obviously were the religious experts, the Burghers and the Peasants were 

willing to listen them. Bishop Enander of Linköping conjured up the image of a brave 
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Evangelical clergy who was prepared to fight for the pure faith and cited historical examples 

of how they had held firm even when Swedish kings had tried to suppress them and strayed 

from the ”true faith”. But issues of security also loomed large in the minds of the Commoners 

and made them disregard from their respect for royalty. They feared that internal strife would 

ensue if there were more than one monarch in the realm The Peasantry also, somewhat 

misguidedly, feared that Kristina would marry a Catholic prince who would raise claims to 

the throne (Kristina had long before this declared that she would never marry). Nevertheless, 

Kristina obviously hoped that she could win over the peasant representatives to her side, and 

openly said that they could come to her if they needed money. They did not accept the offer. 

When Kristina threatened to retract her abdication if the charter was not kept to the letter, the 

entire political nation of Sweden united against her. Supposed royalist estates such as the 

Burghers and the Clergy even discussed, in veiled language, whether she should be taken into 

custody. 

 

The episode with Kristina thus clearly shows that there were clear limits to the extent of 

subservience to royal persons among the members of the Riksdag, and that the Commoners 

could use arguments from the arsenal of constitutionalism. It was not unsual in early modern 

Europe that the subjects fought vehemently against royal incursions on the perceived religious 

rights of the nation. The episode also showed that the veneration of the once exalted Queen 

was considerably diminished when she neither had anything to offer her former subjects, nor 

could punish them for disobedience. This is a clear indication that the alliance between 

Commoners and monarch was based on common interests rather than a sheepish inclination to 

obey royal persons on the part of the Clergy, Burghers and Peasants. At the same time, this 

point should not be pushed too far: it is likely that there in fact were genuine feelings of 

loyalty to monarchs among both nobles and commoners. The crucial point is that other 

considerations were more important than loyalty in this and many other cases. 

 

Why did the Commoners sometimes adopt constitutionalist attitudes? To begin with, they 

increasingly felt that it was possible to obtain their own goals through arguing their own case 

instead of relying on the magnanimous benevolence of the King. The possibility and the 

benefits of cooperation, as discussed above were probably crucial factors in this respect. But 

of course the experience gathered during more than a half century of frequent gatherings of 

the Estates also was important: they increasingly felt that they knew how the game of 

parliamentary politics was played. 
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Sweden and England/Great Britain: a brief comparison 

In the 18th century, the Riksdag and the British Parliament were the only elected national 

representations left in Europe that possessed significant power; indeed parlamentarism or at 

least proto-parlamentarism was introduced in the two realms. The question then must be: what 

did these countries had in common that could explain this outcome? 

 

The most important answer, I think, is luck or accident. With few exceptions, European 

kingdoms, principalities and city-states had developed both representative assemblies and 

constitutional traditions from the medieval period onwards. During the early modern period 

there were strong forces pushing towards absolutism, which explains that so many assemblies 

and constitutions succumbed to monarchical power. But there were also counter-forces, and 

because of historical accidents these counter-forces prevailed in Sweden and Britain. In both 

these countries the kings – James II and VII, and Karl XII respectively – managed to make 

absolutism unpalatable at the same time as they made the position of the royal dynasty 

vulnerable (James because of his Catholicism, Karl because he did not provide for a 

successor). 

 

One factor that clearly cannot explain the outcomes in both countries is socio-economic 

conditions: Great Britain was an advanced country and among the richest in Europe, while 

Sweden was a poor agricultural country. Nevertheless, the sociologists Charles Tilly and 

Barrington Moore have tried to explain constitutional outcomes along these lines: commercial 

societies tended towards constitutionalism, while agricultural societies were ruled by 

absolutist monarchs. If this was the case one wonders why Sweden had parlamentarism in the 

18th century, while the kings of neighbouring Denmark enjoyed virtually unlimited power. 

Denmark was a much more commercial country, with powerful merchants, and had a small 

colonial empire with possessions in both the Caribbean and India. In fact, most European 

realms were more commercially advanced than Sweden in the beginning of the 18th century 

(even though this sector developed significantly during the course of this century). 

 

Instead, I think that the relatively inclusive institutions in Sweden and Britain may have 

played a part in the staying power of their national assemblies and constitutionalism. In 

Sweden the fact that both the Clergy and the Peasantry were included in the Riksdag made the 
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Commoners a potent force, and so increased support for the assembly among the people they 

represented. And this was largely due to accident and path-dependence. Had things worked 

out just a little differently during the power struggles in the late 16th century neither Clergy 

nor Peasantry would have constituted separate estates.
21

 

 

Conclusion and discussion 

The Commoner Estates were strengthened by frequently forming alliances in the Riksdag and 

they quite often pushed for policies that were coloured by constitutionalist ideas rather than 

absolutism. They were not devoted to the mercy and wisdom of their rulers. Their 

championship of strong Riksdag influence was actually quite consistent, which many other 

examples than those cited here show. Thus they took advantage of the possibilities of 

cooperation and often, but certainly not always, expressed constitutionalist views. 

 

The inclusive political institutions of the Swedish political system in many ways constituted a 

virtuous circle. I have taken cooperation and constitutionalism as points of departure, but 

these features was supported by others that were perhaps equally important. The very fact of 

as many as three Commoner estates was of course crucial. Very important for the virtuous 

circle was many other institutional features: the freedom of speech in the Riksdag, the 

acceptance of both royalist and constitutionalist views and the non-violent political culture. 

 

While previous research has discussed the existence and importance of the presence of the 

Peasant estate, the crucial role of the Clergy and the Burghers has been overlooked. Of 

course, according to socio-economic measures their standings were not impressive if one 

compares them to corresponding groups in other countries. But their political representation, 

their ability to cooperate and thus form a ”centrist” bloc, and their potential to cooperate 

alternately with the Nobility and the Peasants gave them a political clout that by far 

outstripped their economic importance.  

 

Is there any lesson to be had for modern politicians in all of this? An important line of thought 

in the social sciences during the last decades has been the emphasis on trust in the 

development of the ”good society”. One important basis for trust in political system obviously 

is the absence of mutual fear between the political actors. If you are fairly certain that you will 
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not be killed by your opponent if they gain power, the need to exterminate the opponents in 

turn is greatly diminished. This state of affairs is in the long run more beneficial to all than to 

achieve all the stated goals of your side if it. Also it must again be stressed that all or most 

social groups of society must be included in the political process so that they all share this 

trust. Such inclusive institutions are at least in theory possible to obtain for all societies, 

regardless of their cultural traditions, and this is in my view an important lesson from the 

history of national assemblies. 

 

Also, the fact that Britain was not alone in having a constitutional rule dominated by an 

elected assembly in the 18th century shows that this kind of government was possible in all 

Europe. After all, the people of almost every European state had made constitutions and built 

parliaments already in the middle ages. And not before long, they would do so again. 


